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‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – June 2019 
 

‘I am very happy to have attended this course.  Facial implant surgery training is lacking in plastic surgery 

training in the USA.  I am glad to have this knowledge to add to my toolbox in order to provide my 

patients with all available options to achieve their aesthetic goals.’ OB, MD 

 

‘Such a great course:  Education and then immediate cadaver lab to ‘lock in’ the lessons you just learned.  

Lots of rarely taught tips that are delivered by the world’s experts in implants imparting their tips and 

tips and experience with complications over decades and ‘how they do it’ to learn from.’  CS, MD, FACS 

 
 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial & Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – June 2019 
 

‘I have been providing advanced body liposculpting (vaser hi-def) courses for 5 years. I am able to do 

everything by fat transfer however in two days ı have seen whole safe methods that show to us how can 

we use face and body implants. Dear my colleagues if you would like to improve your skills about 

implants, Implantech institute is able to provide you fresh cadaver work under the expert supervisors. 

Perhaps the other most important issue is custom implants. If you able to use custom implants you can 

solve a lot of individual problems. Also in this workshop beyond the learning the implant tech you can 

get a chance to refresh your anatomical knowledge.  HK, MD 

 
 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – June 2019 
 

‘Great course!  Learned a lot and cannot wait to apply in my practice.  I have a lot more confidence in 

offering body contouring options using implants to my patients.’  OB, MD 

 

‘This was worth the experience.  Small groups with hands-on workshop with experts in the field of body 

contouring implants.’ RH, MD 

 

‘It was a great time expended, learned a lot.  It’ll be very helpful in my career.’ IA, MD 
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‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – March 2019 
 

‘This is one of the best courses I’ve attended, the instructors are phenomenal and there is plenty of 

hands-on time to place the implants in the lab.  The instructors are extremely helpful in the lab.’ MM, 

MD 

 

‘This course simply makes you a better surgeon.’  SJ, MD 

 

‘I highly recommend this course.  The instructors are extremely knowledgeable and helpful.  The 

lecture format followed by hands-on cadaver lab really help cement the principles.’ LL, MD 

 

‘Fantastic course!  I will recommend it widely.’  

 

‘This is a great course; cadaver lab was amazing; implants are a very important part of my practice.’ AV, 

MD 

 

‘Great course and hands on sessions.’  RT, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – March 2019 
 

‘Nowhere else can a surgeon learn better than here.’  

 

‘Excellent course on a topic not widely taught.’  ZH, MD 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – November, 2018 
 

‘I found this course to be absolutely fantastic.  The faculty were approachable, knowledgeable and 

practical.  The hands-on academic balance was great.’ BS, MD, DDS 

 

‘Excellent course with great hands on and didactics.’  WT, MD 

 

‘This course is really something. Great opportunity to practice what you learn.  Excellent faculty, 

responsive and good experience.  Great time.’ GV, MD  
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‘Best course in implant surgery – period.  The faculty is excellent – not only providing their experience, 

but also ‘pearls’ which can’t be found anywhere.  Also the staff really cares that you provide the utmost 

in safety, ethics and technical skills to your patients.’ SJ, MD 

 

‘I found the course to be extremely useful and practical.  A lot of pearls to take home.  The faculty was 

great with personal attention every step of the way and shared their pearls.’ MT, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – November, 2018 
 

‘Thank you so much.  Comprehensive course.’ AL, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – August 2018 
 

‘Excellent speakers with great amount of experience’ DS, MD 

 

‘We have a busy practice but we always have to improve results and that’s why this course helps us solve 

patient problems that otherwise will have no solution.’ MCM, MD  

 

‘Excellent course.’ SJ, MD  

 

‘Did not realize the value of the course until you get to work on fresh cadavers and then it all makes 

sense!!’ FH, MD  

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials August – 2018 
 

‘This course is very good.  This course helped me learn diverse techniques and apply them to my patients’ 

 

’34 years in practice.  3 boards.  Never too old to learn.’ 

 

‘Best implant course.  Excellent faculty. Great transfer of knowledge/experience.’ 
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‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – April 2018 
 

‘Excellent presentation and interactive course.’ SJ, MD 

 

‘Excellent course.  Dr. Eppley is an amazing teacher.  Knowledgeable and very articulate with a great 

personality.  I really enjoyed the course and learned a lot.’ GZ, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – April 2018 
 

‘Excellent course.  I loved the interaction with the speakers who were very knowledgeable, approachable 

and very willing to teach.’ GZ, MD 

 

‘No matter what level of surgeon you are there are always new things to learn.  The lecturers are 

articulate and experienced and have something to teach everyone.’   

 
‘Excellent course with engaging, informative faculty and excellent support staff.  I appreciate the support 

for my dietary needs.’ LP, MD  

 

‘Excellent faculty present relevant and practice enhancing information and techniques.’ PF, MD  

 

‘Excellent course, suitable for foreign participants, friendly language used by the faculty. 

What I’ve learned will change and expand my field of work.  Thank you very much!’ AT, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – August 2017 
 

‘Very nice. Very helpful.  Very Useful.’ IHI, MD 

 

‘Great.’  GB, MD 

 

‘Excellent course.’  AA, MD 

 

‘Excellent course. Fantastic learning experience.’  Brian, MD 
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‘Excellent lectures.  Dr. Eppley and Dr. Javaheri were great.  Cadaver lab was very informative.  Great 

course.’  AK, MD 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – August 2017 
 

‘The course is good.  I felt that everything is simplified to our demands of learning.  So overall it’s a 

wonderful course, I hope to have other training courses in the future.’ Jan, MD 

 

‘I enjoyed the course.  All presenters were excellent.  An excellent learning experience.’  SJ, MD 

 

‘Really nice course.’ MS, MD 

 

‘This was a great conference.  Great faculty. Under utilized techniques learned in a practical way how to 

perform these techniques.’ Brian, MD 

 

'I will strongly recommend this course to anyone who plans to do implant surgeries.' MI, MD 

 

‘This was an excellent course for anyone interested in facial aesthetic surgery with implants.  The 

combination of expert speakers with hand on cadaver lab helped to solidify the learning.  Highly 

recommend!’  AA, MD 

 

‘Great opportunity to practice and learn proper techniques from the original innovators.  Had a great 

time.  Staff was really kind, helpful and pleasant.’  TA, PA 

 

‘Excellent cutting edge education.  Top notch innovative speakers.  Excellent lab.’  RK, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – August 2016 
 

‘Excellent course. Very informative.’ QQ, DO 

 

‘Excellent course with cadaver dissection really made the whole course.’  RB, MD 

 

‘Great course.  Great cadaver lab.’   

 
‘Great insight into doing implant augmentations for the body.  Cadaver lab demonstrated safe methods 

of doing the procedures.’  NA, MD 
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‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – August 2016 
 

‘Highly Recommend.’ 

 

‘The best course I have attended in the last two years.’  AA, MD 

 

‘Great course!  Very informative and thorough.  It’s all you need if you want to learn about facial implants.’  

WT, MD 

 

‘Very nice and conclusive workshop.’  

 

'The course broadened my horizons on facial aesthetics and rejuvenation. Facial implants are a great way 

to correct for aging faces as well as improve deficiencies in a young face.' NA, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – April 2016 
 

‘Excellent course.  The staff was very helpful and the speakers were excellent. Many pearls and golden 

nuggets were provided by the speakers.’ LA, MD 

 

‘One of the best courses I attended.’   

 

‘This was an excellent course.  Extremely useful and educational to enhance my knowledge and 

confidence performing body implant surgery.’  FR, MD, FACS 

 

‘I found the Implantech Body Contouring Course to be well-planned and highly informative. Kudos!’  CC, 

MD 

 

‘A great course to increase your confidence with buttock implant and other body and facial implants.’  

SO, MD 

 

‘Excellent course providing both great lectures and then demo on cadaver.  Both faculty were 

knowledgeable about subject matters.’  CS, MD 

 

‘Excellent.’   

 

‘Excellent course.  Highly recommend.’  DM, MD 
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‘The course provided hands on exposure to something that physicians don’t get trained on during 

residency.’  MA, MD 

 

‘Good solid course.’  RR, MD 

 

‘This was a most comprehensive course with two outstanding faculty.  One of the very best step-by-step 

‘How I do it and stay out of trouble’ courses I have been to.  Implantech sponsored a great course with 

implants, instruments, a great venue and good food as well!  I would highly recommend this course to 

anyone who is already doing body implants or who wishes to incorporate them into his/her practice.’  

MS, MD. 

 

‘Great time for confrontation of techniques, practices and standards of care within an international 

platform.’  SC, MD 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – April 2016 
 

‘Great course, excellent faculty.  Very much hands on approach.’ KS, MD 

 

‘Great course.’  WF, MD 

 

‘Excellent staff and great faculty.’  

 

‘Superb curriculum, faculty, lectures and facility!  A very comprehensive course with outstanding faculty 

and great opportunity for hands-on cadaver dissection and implementation of techniques.  I would highly 

recommend this course to anyone doing or considering doing facial implants!’  MS, MD 

 

‘Essential learning with amazing teachers.  Must be done.’  SC, MD 

 

‘This was one of the best instructional hands-on course I have ever taken.  Excellent faculty and 

Implantech Karen & Renee did such an amazing job and made everyone comfortable.  The facility was 
state of the art and employees couldn’t be better.’  FS, MD 

 

‘One of the best courses.’  ZT, MD 

 

‘Excellent.’   
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‘Introduction to Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – November 2015 
 

‘Excellent course – a must for anyone starting their facial implant career.’ RL, MD 

 

‘This was the best course I have taken in years.  It was a great review of anatomy and surgical technique.  

The instructors were very approachable and helpful.’  JF, DDS 

 

‘Excellent course.  Pleasant and helpful staff.  Excellent facility.  Great exposure to anatomy, clinics and 

management of complications.’  VM, MD 

 

‘This course opened up a whole new area for me to utilize in my practice.  I can now feel confident in 

assessing patients and offering something permanent to augment features.’  KS, MD 

 

‘Excellent course and instructors, hands-on experience.  Excellent summary and teaching to understand 

the basic foundation and anatomy and how to recognize and treat complications.  Kind hosts.’ AS, MD 

 

‘This is a great course and well worth the time and money.  Great lectures, detailed teachers, good 

didactic and nice hosts.  Live cadaver heads with tools make class realistic.  Teachers/instructors (Drs 

Eppley, Binder, Troell) all very helpful and kind – provided excellent tips.’  JS, MD 

 

‘This is a truly exceptional course which I recommend without hesitation – thank you.’  MB, MD 

 

‘This was a highly relevant and well-delivered course.  The content was clearly taught and correlated 

with the high-quality fresh-frozen cadaveric dissection.  I would recommend this course to surgeons 

wishing to undertake alloplastic facial implantation.’  SG, MD 

 

‘The Implantech ‘Introduction to Facial Implant’ workshop combined didactic presentations, the worlds 

experts answering questions and myself performing each facial implant procedure on a cadaver 

completely solidifies one’s comprehension and competency.’  RT, MD, FACS 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Body Contouring Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 
 

Testimonials – July 2015 
 

‘Excellent course, great teachers and wonderful educational experience.’ MO, MD, FACS 

 

‘Excellent course.  I learned a lot.  The cadaver portion was very valuable.’  QL, MD 

 
‘The Advanced Techniques using Body Contouring Implants was very informative.  I like the resilience of 

the Implantech products.’  KB, MD 
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‘Amazing training.  Special thanks to Karen for her hospitality.’  EE, MD 

 

‘Excellent training course, great staff from Implantech, great staff from MITI and great faculty speakers.’  

JR, MD 

 

‘Excellent practical anatomically oriented.’  JBF, MD 

 

‘It was the most fun I had in a long time.  Both educational and fun.’  NH, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – July 2015 
 

‘An extraordinary pool of talent in teaching the complex principles of implants and facial aesthetics.  

Should be a ‘must attend’ conference for anyone performing these types of procedures.’ MM, MD 

 

‘It was the best surgical technique instruction course I have ever taken.’  EM, MD 

 

‘Great instructors who profoundly have knowledge above and beyond private or University practice.’  

JBF, MD 

 

‘I was very pleased with the course.  Good instructors, great cadaver work.  I would recommend it 

highly.’   

 

‘Great course.’  

 

‘Clearer understanding because whatever was taught was demonstrated.  No more theories only.’  NH, 

MD 

 

‘The course/workshop on Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants was very comprehensive with 

excellent lectures, and the ability to put theory to practice with the cadaver lab.’  KB, MD 
 

‘Very good course.  Learned a lot in one day (facial implants).  Now comfortable performing procedure.’  

HS, DO 

 

‘Really good training program.  I will recommend without hesitation.’  EE, MD 

 

‘The best experience with hands-on-training course that I have ever been to.  Excellent faculty speakers 

with a width of knowledge and skill.  I learned a lot, thank you so much.’  JR, MD 

 

‘Good education and hands on practice.’ 

 

‘Excellent lecture and practice.’   
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‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – August 2014 
 

‘Highly recommend this course for anyone interested in the facial cosmetic implant.’  BM, MD 

 

‘This is the best facial implant course available.  I picked up wonderful pearls to enhance my surgical 

technique.  The instructors were excellent and attentive to the attendees.  By the way, this was my 

second time participating in this course.’  CM, MD, DD 

 

‘Best return on investment of any single day meeting I’ve ever been to.’ SL, MD 

 

‘Excellent faculty!  Great course with world class surgeons who took pains to present subject matter in 

an easy-to-grasp manner and who made cadaver dissection fun and informative.’  PD, MD 

 

‘This course was excellent.’ 

 

‘Fantastic course.  Great technical advice and skills lab.  The instructors were very informative, 

experienced and approachable.’  JA, MD, DDS 

 

‘Great, great course!  Drs Eppley, Mittelman & Binder are great instructors.’  DH, MD 

 

‘Karen, Renee & Sherrie are awesome!  The course is essential for my practice.’ PY, MD 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – February 2014 
 

‘It is the second time I participate, simply excellent and important for a facial surgeon.’ DS, MD 

 

‘This was a really spectacular course.  Drs Binder and Eppley are clearly not only inventors of many of 

these techniques, but also passionate educators eager to share their experiences and pearls.’  GG, MD 

 

‘One of the most valuable courses I have attended for facial surgery.’  TH, MD 

 

‘Excellent course.  Outstanding cadaver dissection.’  

 

‘Excellent course!’  LS, DMD 

 

‘Excellent course.  Great one on one teaching.’  GC, MD 

 

‘A one of a kind experience.  Nearly 1 to 1 instruction with the nations experts in the field.’  EC, MD, 

FACS 
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‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – September, 2013 
 

‘Great instructional course.  Cadaver lab very much enhances the presentations.  It was well worth the 

cost and travel’.  MG, MD 

 

‘The course material and cadaver laboratory provide a thorough update of the revolution of thought on 

facial implant surgery from experienced surgeons in a multi-disciplinary approach’.  ES, MD 

 

‘This facial implant course is well orchestrated with knowledgeable lecturers and dissection time and 

guidance’.  RM, DO, FAOCO, FAACS 

 

‘After this course, there are implants and techniques that I now feel much more comfortable trying back 

at home’.  SM, MD 

 

‘A tremendous adjunct to clinical practice with unlimited access to faculty’.  TH, MD 

 

‘Great course.  Excellent didactics and lab.  Good small lecture style’.  BF, DO 

 

 

 

‘Advanced Techniques Using Facial Implants’ 

Masters Educational Series 

 

Testimonials – June 1, 2013 
 

‘Well run, informative meeting with a great balance of the basics and the future potential of implants.  

The hands on cadaver portion left me feeling very comfortable’.  LB, MD 

 

 

‘I appreciated the opportunity to learn techniques with Dr. Binder and Dr. Eppley.  The cadaver 

dissections are invaluable for all experience levels’.  GA, MD, FACS 

 

 

‘Absolutely fantastic course.  Pearls for beginners and advanced practitioners alike.  Dr’s Binder, Eppley 

and Dhir were top notched.  Implantech provided everything I needed for learning the techniques 

pertinent to the lecture’.  AL, MD 

 

 

‘This is a unique experience.  I really appreciate the time and value of the expositors.  Thanks Dr. Binder 

and Dr. Eppley.  Thanks Implantech for the opportunity’.  JE, MD 
 

 


